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New in paperback, the second of an award-winning, hilariously funny middle-grade series about guinea pigs
who act like other pets will move its author, Patrick Jennings, into the ranks of much-loved writers, such as
Louis Sachar and Andrew Clements.

When Rufus goes back to school, he learns that he and his guinea dog, Fido, are now celebrities. All his
classmates want to see his pet, and some of them (the horrible Dmitri) even want to buy her. Rufus hates the
attention so much he decides to remake Fido into a regular guinea pig, but then she disappears! Did she run
away, did one of the kids kidnap her, or is she hurt? Never fear, Fido is found, and she is not alone! A new
guinea pig is with her, and this one acts like a squirrel--just right for rodent-loving, chinchilla-brushing
Lurena, the girl Rufus can't get away from.

"Youngsters will relate as Rufus learns to say no, feel grateful for his friends (whether boy or girl) and make
right his relationship with Fido, whose weight gain was for a very good reason. With the introduction of
Fido's gifted progeny, Jennings leaves readers begging for another absurd adventure." --Kirkus Reviews

"Early-chapter book readers will enjoy..." --School Library Journal

You may visit Patrick at www.patrickjennings.com or follow him on Twitter @pjenningswrites.

Also available in hardcover (ISBN: 9781606844526) and electronic (ISBN: 9781606844533) book formats.
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From reader reviews:

Georgia Hernandez:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important work, like looking
for your favorite guide and reading a book. Beside you can solve your short lived problem; you can add your
knowledge by the e-book entitled Guinea Dog 2. Try to face the book Guinea Dog 2 as your good friend. It
means that it can to become your friend when you sense alone and beside associated with course make you
smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you considerably more
confidence because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let's make new experience and
knowledge with this book.

Molly Cooper:

This Guinea Dog 2 usually are reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The
reason of this Guinea Dog 2 can be among the great books you must have is actually giving you more than
just simple looking at food but feed anyone with information that probably will shock your prior knowledge.
This book is handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions in the e-book and
printed versions. Beside that this Guinea Dog 2 giving you an enormous of experience like rich vocabulary,
giving you tryout of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day pastime. So , let's have it and
enjoy reading.

Tia Sargent:

The actual book Guinea Dog 2 has a lot of information on it. So when you make sure to read this book you
can get a lot of advantage. The book was authored by the very famous author. The author makes some
research just before write this book. That book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after
perusing this book.

Elaine Sitz:

A lot of reserve has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by web on social media. You can
choose the best book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is
identified as of book Guinea Dog 2. You can include your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the
printed book, it can add your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most important that, you
must aware about e-book. It can bring you from one spot to other place.
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